
 

How to find the best web hosting provider for your website

A website is the 'unsung hero' for many companies. It is always on, always ready to convert visitors into potential
customers, or relay their website queries through to your sales staff post-haste. Unless of course, your website hosting isn't
up to scratch, then the chances of any of the above actually happening are slim.

Here’s the thing… web hosting from one provider to the next may look similar in theory but the way it functions can be an
entirely different thing altogether. You didn’t spend all that time and money on creating a mega-machine-like website only to
give it a fraction of the ‘power’ it actually needs. No, you need to power it up all the way with the best possible hosting.

These features can help you separate the wheat from the chaff.

1. Service & Support

Service and support are a lot more than just quick response rates, availability and easily accessible FAQs, although these
are important too. It is also about providing customers with hosting packages that aim to please on all levels. Look at what is
included in each package. A free domain? Free SSL? How much storage, email accounts, traffic allowances etc.?

2. Reviews

Every hosting company is going to tell you what you want to hear. So, listen to what their customers have to say. Find
reviews on Google for business and read up on comments on social media to learn from others’ experiences.

3. Local hosting

Where is your target audience based? It is essential that your hosting company’s web hosting servers be located in the
same country. If not, loading speeds will suffer tremendously. Other advantages of choosing local web hosting includes
improved SEO, better, more timely support and of course, the knowledge that you are supporting a local business.
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4. Speed & Uptime & Reliability

What do potential customers expect from a website? They expect a great experience. Full stop. In other words, they expect
to find a fully functional website with excellent loading speeds. Look for hosting companies that make use of SSD servers
and providers that guarantee a minimum of 99.9% uptime.

5. Backup

Backing up a website is critical. It protects your site from human error or incompatible updates.
Look for a hosting company that offers free daily backups and will be able to restore your website quickly should anything
untoward happen.

6. Security

In 2021, everybody realises how critical internet security has become. Hackers make it their mission to find and exploit
vulnerabilities in websites. Protect your website by choosing a reputable website hosting company that takes security
seriously and can offer suitable products accordingly.

7. Infrastructure

Beware: Many smaller hosting providers, host websites on a desktop PC with a small server and other unsuitable hardware.
Find out exactly what hardware and quality of data centre equipment they are providing hosting on before signing up.

How does domains.co.za’s web hosting fair?

First off, we offer a variety of choices between Direct Admin website hosting, cPanel website hosting, WordPress Hosting,
 Email Only Hosting and VPS Hosting.

Secondly, all our hosting packages are backed by a 99.9% Uptime Guarantee SLA. We have a proven track record in
stability, security and reliability. We offer free daily backups and make use of SUPERFAST SSD Servers hosted in a N+1
Data Centre (Teraco) in Johannesburg, to bring our clients the best of the best in web hosting. We only use carrier-grade
SuperMicro equipment, the same brand of servers that Amazon uses.

So, in a nutshell, we’d say our web hosting is pretty fantabulous!!!

Try it for yourself! Talk to one of our team for advice on the best package for your particular business needs.
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